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ACSA Reviews in 2018

Excellent work in promoting
workplace safety in Alberta,
particularly in geotechnical
engineering work places,
mining, oil and gas, and other
construction sites in Alberta.
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I needed a copy of a certificate for
a course I took there 4 years ago...
Boom! They hooked me up promptly.

Tremendous
training program.
The COR program and training
has helped many industries to
constitute safety in many work
places in Alberta. Especially, it
has significantly contributed to
the worker, environment, and
general safety in our industry
of materials testing, field
construction quality control,
and geotechnical engineering.
Alpha Adroit Engineering Ltd
is a proud member of ACSA
and steadfastly supports
Alberta Construction Safety
Association’s effort
in promoting workplace
safety in Alberta.

I did all my Health and
Safety courses here, great
instructors, great facility!

Great Instructor,
value for money training
experience, great place!

The flagging
course really paid
for itself, thanks.
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2018 By the Numbers

ACSA Membership
36,681
Active members

2,415

Associate members

2.25%

Annual WCB Levy

86.1% of ACSA members employ fewer than 20 employees
6.0% of ACSA members employ between 20-99 employees
1.6% of ACSA members employ 100+ employees

Education
1,543

Classroom courses

41,121

Online course
participants

56.4%

of ACSA students are
under the age of 40

4,506 New Students province-wide (attended their first ACSA course)
14,242 Unique enrolments (number of students taking one or more courses)

Certification
3,560

Active COR holders

1,541

Active SECOR
holders

$28,182,883

PIR refunds to ACSA members

46.8% of all COR and SECOR holders in Alberta were achieved through ACSA
235 National Construction Safety Officers certified
161 Health and Safety Administrators certified

2018 By the Numbers
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Web and Social Media
1,892,859

329,225

3,268,000

17,000

12,773

136,432

Page views of youracsa.ca

Users visited
youracsa.ca website

Impressions generated
on social media

Subscribers to the
ACSA e-newsletter

Visits to the ACSA
Jobline webpage

times resources were
downloaded from
youracsa.ca

Existing Followers

Facebook

2,775

New Followers

467

LinkedIn

10,372

Twitter

2,081
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ACSA Board of Directors

About
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Vision

Lives lived safely
Mission

To create and share
resources and services
to promote health
and safety values
The Alberta Construction Safety
Association (ACSA) is a not-for-profit
society, registered under the Alberta
Societies Act in 1988. Our members
include any employer with a valid account
that falls under specified industry
codes within the construction class, as
recognized by the Workers’ Compensation
Board – Alberta (WCB). ACSA is funded
through a WCB Industry Grant, which
is based on a levy of 2.25 per cent
collected on the WCB premium rate for
our members. Associate memberships
are available to non-construction based
companies outside of Alberta, with annual
fees based on the number of employees.

About

Guiding Principles
Workplace safety as a common good

Our determined pursuit of excellence

Our friendly professionalism

Sharing our wealth of knowledge

Connecting communities

Resolute in making workplaces safer

Engagement characterized by mutual respect and trust

Expertise and influence to raise the profile of health and safety
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Member Benefits
Discount pricing on training courses

Discount pricing for materials

Opportunity to participate in the Certificate of Recognition program (COR)

Opportunity to participate in the Small Employer Certificate of Recognition
(SECOR) program

Exclusive invitations and discounts to ACSA events

Networking opportunities, including the opportunity to join one of our eight
Regional Safety Committees across Alberta

Participation in ACSA supported campaigns (e.g. Steps for Life, Take a Walk Day,
NAOSH Week)

ACSA communications, such as the Alberta Toolbox magazine, monthly
newsletter ACSA Update, course information emails, and more!
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Board Message

O

ver the past two years, your
ACSA Board of Directors has
made great strides in adopting
a new governance model, moving from
an operational to a strategic board
structure. We have developed a Board
Charter, created Terms of Reference for
the Executive, Finance and Risk, and the
Governance and HR Committees. And
most recently, we finalized a new set of
bylaws, which were approved by the Board
at a special meeting held in November
2018. As a final step, we are now awaiting
approval of those bylaws under the
Societies Act, which is expected shortly.
I would like to thank the Governance and
HR Committee, as well as the many Board
members who contributed to this process.
It has been a long and arduous task; one
that we can take pride in knowing that
we have firmly established a framework
where Board oversight will focus on what
is to be accomplished, rather than on the
process and how it will be achieved. This
framework will serve the Board well in its
future endeavours.

The Board also adopted a new three-year
strategic plan for the ACSA. The updated
vision, mission and values clearly identify
what we can all work toward to enhance
a safety culture. Creating a culture of
safety is the most powerful way to
reduce the injury rate in the construction
industry. This Strategic Plan recognizes
the untapped potential in advancing
workplace safety and will ultimately align
our activities for the greatest impact to
better serve our members.

“Looking ahead, the
possibilities are endless.”
The Regional Safety Committees (RSCs)
are the grassroots messengers for safety
in the eight communities they serve
across the province. Over the past year,
the Board has clarified its position in
working with the RSCs in order to
provide a renewed sense of purpose
and support for these volunteer-driven
committees. The RSCs now have a better
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understanding of the type of resources
available to them and how they can access
them. Looking ahead, the possibilities are
endless and we look forward to enhancing
our relationship with the RSCs.

“As we look toward the
future, it is a changing
economy and environment
for the construction
sector in Alberta and
across the country.”
Last year marked the 30th Anniversary
of your ACSA and as we look back over
the past decade, some significant changes
have been made to power the engine that
runs the organization. Our facilities are
in better shape than ever; our IT systems
have undergone a major refining over the
past few years and are in a good place;
we have implemented a variety of ways to
connect with our members; and we have a
stakeholder engagement plan in place so
that we can improve our communications
with, and better understand the various
issues facing our stakeholders.
Recent changes to the Occupational
Health & Safety (OH&S) Act have required
modifications to certain training offerings
and the necessary modifications have
been made to comply with the new
legislation. As the largest certifying
partner in the Province of Alberta,
companies rely on the ACSA for our
audit tool and we have ensured that it
is effective, efficient and compliant with
the legislation.

my gratitude to the Board members
who have made my journey at the helm
of the ACSA a rewarding and productive
experience. My member organization
has made it easy for me to participate
in the governance of the ACSA and my
employer has been very supportive. I
have met some great people along the
way and am thankful for the opportunity
to work with and learn from them. This
path has provided a mechanism for me to
challenge myself personally and delve into
areas that otherwise I would not have had
the option to pursue.
I want to thank the ACSA staff for their
support and dedication. It is always
reassuring to find staff that are happy,
productive and engaged and that is what
I see in my interactions with them. The
ACSA staff are a pleasure to work with and
are truly committed to ACSA stakeholders.
As we look toward the future, it is a
changing economy and environment
for the construction sector in Alberta
and across the country. The landscape
is very competitive and while we may
see some modest growth overall, we will
also see a shift in the way we do business.
Your ACSA is well-positioned to support
your endeavours that foster safety as an
intrinsic value and ensures that lives are
lived safely.

Neil Moffatt
Board Chair

As I turn over the reins to incoming
Board Chair Brad Bent, I want to extend
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CEO Message

T

here are always ups and downs
in the construction industry
and this past year has been no
exception. In fact, over the last
three years, the value of building permits
in Alberta has shown a steady decline.
While the demand for safety training
has also experienced a downward trend,
the uptake of ACSA safety programs has
outpaced the level of building activity
across the province.
Reflecting on the past year, much has
been accomplished that has positioned
the ACSA as an industry leader in
providing quality training and resources
to help make workplaces safer. Through
collaboration and our ability to respond
quickly to change we have made great
strides in staying relevant and responsive
to our members.
A New Strategy
The Board has approved a new three-year
strategic plan for the ACSA that is based
on our vision of “lives lived safely”. The
vision conveys our promise to help make
people more aware of the importance

of safety both at work and at home.
It reflects our dedication to making it
possible for all to adopt a safety-first
approach to every aspect of their lives.
Our new mission statement underpins the
vision. While reaffirming our contribution
to safer workplaces, the new strategy
emphasizes our commitment to our
stakeholders’ needs and expectations.
Our commitment to you is to continue to
create and share resources and services to
promote health and safety values. Alberta’s
construction industry is comprised mainly
of small businesses facing barriers to safety
awareness, education programs and safety
coordination. Our efforts will focus on
the benefits of safety to small businesses
and moving those companies from safety
compliance to a culture of safety.
Education and Certification
Creating a culture of safety is the most
powerful way to reduce the injury rate in
the construction industry. With our large
number of active members, the ACSA is
well-positioned to provide the education
and knowledge on how to foster a strong
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safety culture for small businesses and
to build site-specific safety programs.
As Nelson Mandela said, “Education is the
most powerful weapon which you can use
to change the world.” In the construction
safety world, the ACSA has built a solid and
trustworthy reputation for leading safety
training in Alberta and throughout Canada.
In 2018, the ACSA was awarded creative
sentence funding from five prosecutions,
as a result of penalties levied due to
workplace injuries and fatalities. Creative
sentencing can be perceived negatively
due to being open about things that have
gone wrong. However, with transparency
we can demonstrate a willingness to instill
a culture of safety that will ultimately
reduce the injury rate in the construction
industry. The funding we receive is used to
develop courses that reinforce workplace
safety as a common good and to help
other workers facing similar challenges.
Two years ago, work began on
two initiatives to strengthen safety
compliance that will come to fruition
this year. As a member of the Canadian
Federation of Construction Safety
Associations, a national agreement was
signed to make the National Construction
Safety Officer (NCSO) designation truly
national, with standardization of the
program and cross-border recognition
of the certification. Some 14,000 NCSOs
in Alberta are required to pass a closedbook exam to meet the new certification
requirements. Later this year, we will
post a list of certified active NCSOs
on our website. In addition, consultant
auditors were given two years to meet
new standards that bring more rigour
and consistency to the evaluation
of Certificate of Recognition (COR)
compliance. In the coming months

we will also post a list of certified auditors
that have the necessary qualifications to
evaluate your health and safety programs.
A new learning management system
(LMS) was launched in January 2018,
to optimize course delivery. The LMS
leverages cloud-based services with
a best-of-breed service provider to
provide increased value for our students,
members, and the organization. This
enhanced application has reduced
operational overhead by almost
30 per cent annually.
Alberta’s business leaders and safety
practitioners look to the ACSA to get a

“Creating a culture of safety
is the most powerful way
to reduce the injury rate in
the construction industry.”
handle on the legislative changes that
impact them and their workers. Our
training offerings have been modified
and updated so that they accurately
reflect the changes required in the
new OHS legislation. And, as the largest
certifying partner in the Province of
Alberta, a lot of companies rely on the
ACSA to provide an audit tool that is
effective and efficient and in compliance
with legislation. An updated audit tool
is now available that meets the new
standards required.
Marking three decades
2018 marked the ACSA’s 30th Anniversary.
If you have not already done so, I invite
you to watch our 30th Anniversary video at
https://youtu.be/0hESa3BzPpQ. It truly
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captures the essence of who we are and
what we can all do to ensure lives are
lived safely.

and the for next generation. You are the
visionaries, protectors and partners that
will lead us safely into the future.

Throughout the past three decades, the
ACSA has grown in stature and influence.
We are the largest safety association in
Alberta. We offer over 30 safety training
courses across the province and have a
staff of almost 70. We administer over
5,000 COR certifications and have built
a community of 15,000 NCSOs and
Health and Safety Administrators (HSAs).
Two years ago, we celebrated our one
millionth student. We have been effective
in building relationships with other
associations and governments so we can
help make Alberta’s workplaces even safer.

I feel very fortunate and grateful to work
with the team of staff at the ACSA. They
overcame obstacles and timelines that
were unreasonable due to legislative
changes that were rolled out without
the necessary clarity in place. The staff
at the ACSA excelled and went above and
beyond expectations in every instance
to ensure successful results.

In closing, I would like to thank
our students, members, staff, Board,
Regional Safety Committees and other
stakeholders for your resolve to ensure
safer workplaces for today’s workers

Dan MacLennan
Chief Executive Officer

Overview
When it comes to safety, the Alberta
Construction Safety Association has
built a solid and trustworthy reputation
for leading safety training in Alberta and
throughout Canada and is recognized as
a reliable source of information. Since our
inception in 1988, the ACSA has helped
to improve health and safety in Alberta
workplaces. Construction companies
appreciate the value that the ACSA brings
as a leader in safety training and rely on the
ACSA for their certification achievements.
More than 20,000 workers have
commenced careers as designated
safety leaders since we started the National
Construction Safety Officer (NCSO) and
Health & Safety Administrator (HSA)
programs; and more than 8,500 companies
have achieved their certification of
recognition through the ACSA since
the COR and SECOR programs started.
In 2018, some 5,100 Alberta companies
obtained/maintained their COR and
SECOR certifications through the ACSA.
Through exemplary leadership, the ACSA
empowers people to make construction
workplaces safer. Focusing on four core
attributes—knowledge, friendliness,
excellence and resoluteness—our dedicated
staff champion the safety spirit through
their professionalism, shared knowledge,
and resolute pursuit of excellence. It is
through this dedication and unrelenting
effort that we have created a community of
safety leaders in the province’s construction
industry, and enabled employees and
employers to make workplaces safer.
Maintaining a culture of safety is a
powerful way to reduce the injury rate
in the construction industry. Our new
strategic plan recognizes the untapped
potential in advancing workplace safety
and helps align our activities for the
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greatest impact to better serve our
members. It is a forward-looking roadmap
that will guide the ACSA in the coming
years. The plan includes these strategies:
Member Understanding
• To attain a richer understanding of our
74,000 eligible members to better serve
their needs.
• To better understand our population
profile; develop plans based on profile
analysis; and optimize resources.
• To target segment groups based on
data analysis, and apply resources to
optimize outcomes.
Cultural Change
• To nurture a customer service (member
first) approach by ACSA staff. Reinforce a
“how to help” model and integrate that
mindset into the ACSA culture.
• To embed inclusion into the ACSA
culture and values.
• To increase interaction (with stakeholders)
at a senior management level to advance
common values, practices and beliefs.
• To embed a stakeholder engagement
model into initiatives to ensure
stakeholder involvement is part
of our culture.
Keeping Pace and Staying Ahead
• To keep pace with the market on
technology in the classroom/andragogy
best practices.
• To be leaders in connecting
stakeholders with leaders and
evidence-based practices.
• To continually learn from the best in the
world to better serve our members and
add value for our stakeholders.
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2018 Revenue
Our revenue is primarily derived from a
WCB industry grant, course and material
sales and Associate memberships:

9%
7%

Associate
Memberships

Other
Revenue

35%

Course and
Material Sales

49%

WCB Industry Grant

ACSA Members
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Table 1: represents ACSA member industry description and associated industry code as
per WCB, Alberta website. Currently, there are more than 74,000 member companies in
the WCB database that fall under the construction sector industry codes.

Table 1: Alberta Construction Safety Association members by WCB Industry Code
Code

Industry Description

Code

Industry Description

02100

Landscaping

42122

Mechanical Contracting

02200 Right-of-Way Maintenance

42124

Electric Wiring

30302 Overhead Doors - Install/Repair

42125

Floor Coverings - Sell/Install

31508

42129

Industrial Plant Maintenance

34800 Transit Mix Operations

42133

Cabinets/Counters – Assemble/Install

40400 Construction - Industrial

42135

Drywall/Lathe/Plaster/Stucco/etc.

40401

42139

Industrial Coating Services

40405 Residential General Contracting

42141

Acoustic Materials - Sell/Install

40602 Paving/Surfacing

42143

Framing Contractor - Cont.

40604 Mobile Equipment Operation

42144

Fire Sprinklers - Install/Service

40901

42147

Finishing Carpentry

40905 Pipeline Construction

42151

Siding/Eavestrough - Fabricate/Install

42102

Brick/Masonry Contracting

42155

Move Buildings

42103

Boring - Horizontal/Angular

42156

Erect/Dismantle - Storage Tanks

42104

Concrete Construction

42159

Caisson Operations

42105

Erect - Sheet/Metal Structures

42161

Erect - Precast Concrete

42106

Erect - Structural Steel

42184

Mechanical Insulation - Install/Service

42109

Heavy Machine/Equip - Install/Service

51504

Cathodic Protection Service

42110

Elevators/Escalators - Service /Install

62302

Machinery/Equip NEC - Sales/Service

42111

Painting/Decorating

86911

Staffing Services - Labour

42113

Tile/Terrazzo - Sell/Install

89401

Welding

42117

Heating Systems - Fabricate/Install

89600 Refrigeration Equip- Sales/Service

42118

Roofing

89605 Service Station Equip - Sales/Service

42120

Sand Blasting

89928

42121

Doors/Windows - Manufacture/Install

Overhead Cranes - Service Only

Construction Trade Services, NEC

Power Line - Construct/Remove

Source: https://www.wcb.ab.ca/assets/pdfs/employers/EFS_Safety_Associations.pdf

Rent/Erect - Scaffold/Cranes

Our Safety Community
ACSA is a catalyst in building links and
connections with its stakeholders and
industry partners to instill a culture
of safety. A strong health and safety
workplace culture is essential to preventing
work-related injuries, illnesses and deaths.
Working in collaboration with a growing
safety community, the ACSA champions
the safety spirit and empowers employees
and employers to make workplaces safer
and ensure lives are lived safely.
Globally, there is a focus on safety and
on raising safety standards. In Canada,
more emphasis on mental health and
managing cannabis in the workplace is

prevalent. Companies are also facing
more mandatory safety requirements
in procurement and contract tenders.
Larger construction organizations are
responding to increased regulation by
exceeding minimum standards; while
smaller organizations often lack the
resources or awareness of changes in
safety regulation and practices. It is
imperative that the ACSA collaborate
with its stakeholders and maintains
an open dialogue with safety regulators
to stay abreast of changes.

Construction Employment
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Distribution of Construction
Employment in Alberta –2018
12%

Non-Residential
Maintenance

22%

New Housing

14%
Oil Sands

20%

15%

Residential
Renovation &
Maintenance

Industrial
Commercial
Institutional (ICI)

18%

Non-Oil Sands
Engineering

According to BuildForce Canada
projections, retirements over the next
10 years are estimated at 40,000 workers.
This reflects a significant loss of skilled
workers, requiring proactive planning to
ensure a long-term, sustainable workforce
exists to meet the future demands of the
construction and maintenance industry.
Women are underrepresented in Alberta’s
construction industry. The province’s

construction workforce is made up of
approximately 14 per cent women, of
which about 28 per cent work directly
on construction projects and the
remaining 72 per cent work primarily in
administrative and management-related
occupations. This translates to women
representing five per cent of employment
in direct trades and occupations.
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Construction Employers
Employers who make up Alberta’s construction industry include
a wide cross-section of companies that:
• Construct, repair, or renovate residential buildings (i.e. houses,
apartment buildings, condominiums); commercial buildings
(i.e. office towers, shops, malls); and industrial buildings
(i.e. oil refineries petrochemical plants, power plants);
• Perform engineering works (i.e. highways, bridges, pipelines);
• Subdivide and develop land; and
• Energy companies.
In terms of the size of the organizations we serve, the majority
of ACSA members employ fewer than 20 employees:

ACSA Members:
Number of Employees (%)
100+

7.9%
20-99

6.0%

under 20

86.1%

Construction Employees
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In 2018, the construction industry accounted for 10.7 per cent of total employment in
Alberta. Total employment (the total number of employees and self-employed people,
15 years and over) was 1.0 per cent higher than in 2017. There were 245,400 employed
in the construction industry in 2018; 91.9 per cent were full-time and 8.1 per cent were
part-time, compared to 93.8 and 6.2 per cent respectively in 2017.
Source: Statistics Canada Tables: 14-10-0023-01 and 14-100202-01

Characteristic

Alberta

Construction

Average Number of Hours Worked per Week

37.1

41.1

Multiple Jobholders (% of total employment)

6.3%

6.2%

Average Job Tenure (months)

92.4

86.5

Employees Under Union Coverage (%)

20.3%

12.2%

Employees Working Overtime per week (%)

17.7%

21.7%

Data Source: Statistics Canada Tables: 14-10-0037-01, 14-10-0044-01, 14-10-0055-01 14-10-0070-01 and 14-10-0076-01 , 2018
Note: The per centage of multiple jobholders is obtained by dividing the number of multiple jobholders by total employment. This
calculation method also applies to the per centage of employees under union coverage and the per centage of employees working
overtime per week.

According to the Statistics Canada 2018 Labour Force Survey, the gender breakdown
in Alberta for the construction industry was 37,700 women employed (15.4 per cent),
an increase of 1.7 per cent over 2017; and 207,700 men employed (84.6 per cent).
Comparatively, in Alberta women accounted for 45.7 per cent and men 54.3 per cent
of total employment (for all industries).
Employment In Alberta

Employment in Construction

Age Characteristic

Number

%*

Number

%*

15-24 years

285,800

12.3%

26,700

10.9%

25-54 years

1,587,200

68.1%

176,200

71.8%

55 years and over

457,800

19.6%

42,500

17.3%

Data Source: Statistics Canada Table 14-10-0023-01, 2018

In 2018, the Alberta average hourly rate in the construction sector was $32.45, compared
to $30.76 in all industries. The median hourly wage rate was $30.00 in the construction
industry, compared to $26.67 for total employees, all industries.1

1D
 ata Source: Statistics Canada Table: 14-10-0064-01, 2018
Note: The average hourly wage is obtained by dividing the sum of the wages of all the employees by the total number of
employees. The median hourly wage is that wage below which half the employees earn and above which half the employees earn.

Industry Partners
A multitude of organizations support the ACSA mandate. These
include associations representing construction owners, employers,
and associations representing construction employees and
construction associations. Together with our eight Regional Safety
Committees across Alberta and our Board of Directors that includes
representatives from many of these organizations, the ACSA works
to enhance a culture of safety and ultimately align our activities
with our industry partners for the greatest impact and to better
serve our members.

Regional Safety
Committees
ACSA is proud to be represented across Alberta by eight,
volunteer led, Regional Safety Committees. These committees
are comprised of talented health and safety practitioners, local
to each region. They are the grassroots messengers for safety
within their local regions. ACSA will often draw on representatives
from these committees to provide feedback on ACSA projects
from a field/user perspective.

Government of Alberta
Alberta Occupational Health And Safety
Alberta Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) works in
consultation with employers and workers to help prevent
worker-related injuries and fatalities. The Alberta Occupational
Health and Safety Act establishes minimum standards for health
and safe practices in Alberta workplaces. These laws are enforced
through inspections, investigations, orders, administrative
penalties, fines and prosecutions.
An improved OHS system to better protect workers and ensure
they have the same rights as other Canadians came into effect
on June 1, 2018. The Act to Protect the Health and Wellbeing of
Working Albertans provides workers with three basic rights: the
right to know, the right to participate and the right to refuse
dangerous work.
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The Act brings with it some notable
changes, including new requirements
for Joint Worksite Health and Safety
Committees. All of these changes serve
to bring Alberta in line with what other
provinces already have in place. Some
important changes and additions are:
• Employers with 20 or more people
at a work site are required to have a
Joint Health and Safety Committee
(JHSC) if the job is expected to last
longer than 90 days.
• Smaller employers with 5-19 workers
are required to have a health and
safety representative (HSR) if work is
expected to last longer than 90 days.
• Employers may use alternative
approaches to meeting requirements
with the approval of the OHS director.
• The OHS Council will play an
advisory role to provide advice to
the government to better protect
working Albertans.
• The threshold for the requirement to
report an accident has increased to
include any accident that results in
hospital admission.
• Medical assessment requirements
have been updated.
• Compliance tools and the powers
to conduct inspections and
investigations have been expanded.
• The appeals process has been
streamlined.

For more information about the Act to
Protect the Health and Well-being of
Working Albertans, click here.
WCB-Alberta
The Workers’ Compensation Board –
Alberta (WCB-Alberta) was created by
the Government of Alberta to administer
workplace insurance on behalf of employees
and workers, as part of the Workers’
Compensation Act. WCB is employer-funded
to provide cost-effective disability and
liability insurance. The WCB provides no-fault
benefits and supports a safe return to work
for injured workers. The WCB works with its
partners to significantly and measurably
reduce the impact of workplace illness and
injury on Albertans.
In 2018, the WCB began implementing
requirements established under new
legislation; the changes were introduced
in three phases:
January 2018
• Updating the cost-of-living adjustment
calculation, based on 100% of the change
in the Alberta Consumer Price Index.
• Enhanced retirement benefits to help
injured workers whose earnings were
reduced, and who were unable to
contribute to a pension plan.
• New lump-sum fatality benefit provided
to the spouse or dependent of a
worker who passes away as a result of a
workplace injury or illness.
• Grant requirements enhanced for
safety associations.

• Offence types have been expanded.

April 2018

• The roles, duties, and authorities
of government for OHS will be
clearly articulated to reduce
misunderstanding.

• Presumptive coverage for myocardial
infarction (heart attack) expanded to
include paramedics; post-traumatic
stress disorder expanded to include
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correctional officers and emergency
dispatchers; and psychological
injury coverage extended to workers
who experience a traumatic injury
at work and are diagnosed with a
psychological injury.
September 2018
• Introduction of a New Code of Rights
and Conduct.
• Injured workers to receive continued
coverage under their employers’
health benefits plan.
• Confirmation that all reasonable
efforts are being made in an injured
worker’s job search before estimating
earnings capacity.
• Employers are obligated to reinstate
their workers who are injured.
• Window to file for an appeal to the
Appeals Commission extended to
two years.
• Eliminated the cap on maximum
insurable earnings.
• Benefits enhanced for surviving
spouses of workers killed at work,
as well as for severely injured young
workers.
• Providing Interim relief during review
or appeal.
For more information on these changes,
visit wcb.ab.ca

Looking Ahead to 2019
ACSA Conference
The annual ACSA Conference will be
held April 1 and 2, 2019, in Edmonton.
Facing Disruption: Building Sustainability
will help Alberta’s business leaders and
safety practitioners get a handle on what
impacts them and their workers, to help
them succeed in a world of accelerating
disruption. The conference provides
a unique learning and networking
opportunity for business owners and
safety leaders across the province and
beyond. For more information and to
register, visit youracsa.ca
Training Programs
A new Auditor Training Program will
launch in February 2019, along with an
Auditor recertification program. The
Auditor Training Program is a three-day
course designed for individuals who
will be evaluating the effectiveness
of a company's health and safety
management system. On completion of
an examination, participants can qualify
for a Certified Peer Auditor certificate.
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Auditors are required to take a one-day
recertification course every three years
to maintain their auditor certification.

More new and redeveloped safety
training programs will be introduced
throughout 2019. To facilitate learning
in remote areas of Alberta, the ACSA
is working to deliver more courses
online. A new evaluation tool will be
available for students to evaluate
their learning experience.
New half-day courses will be offered that
ensure all voices in the workplace are being
heard and everyone has an opportunity to
raise concerns relating to their safety. For
example, work is underway to develop a
Respectful Workplaces course to support
the retention of people from different
genders, backgrounds, and circumstances
in the construction and maintenance
industry by providing organizations
with practical tools and resources to
create a respectful and inclusive
workplace for everyone.
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Strategic Priorities
A new strategic plan has been developed for 2018-2021 that reflects on our significant
accomplishments of the past and the challenges of the future. It provides a common
direction for the Alberta Construction Safety Association, with a new mission, vision
and guiding principles.
Safety programs are shifting from compliance to building a sustainable culture. Safety
is integrated into company performance by being part of the bottom line and part of
enterprise risk management. The ACSA is well-positioned to provide the education and
knowledge on how to foster a strong safety culture for small businesses and to build
site-specific safety programs.
Our prioritized goals and strategies recognize the untapped potential in advancing
workplace safety and will ultimately align our activities for the greatest impact to
better serve our members.

GOAL

1

To serve our stakeholders by
sharing resources, providing
support and delivering training.
The ACSA is an organization that serves. A core theme
of “service” is an essential element of our strategic
direction. This includes aspects of enhancing a service
culture, maximizing accessibility and ensuring that the
organization is responsible to stakeholder interests
and needs.
Strategies
• To obtain a deeper, richer understanding of our 74,000
members to better serve their needs.
• To nurture a customer service approach by ACSA staff.
Reinforce a “how to help” model and integrate that
mind-set into the ACSA culture.
• To keep pace with the market on technology in the
classroom/andragogy best practices.
• To be leaders in connecting stakeholders with leaders
and evidence-based best practices.
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2018 Highlights
Reliable statistics come from sources
including the WCB, OH&S, ACSA itself,
and many other organizations. The
ACSA bases its programs and services
on stats and industry requests. When it
comes to data analysis, the ACSA looks
at both lagging and leading indicators
to address how injuries can best be
prevented. We use the information we
gather to obtain a better view of the
needs of our members, so that we can
better design our program offerings.
In January 2018, a new e-learning system
(LMS) was introduced to provide online
learners with a more advanced user
experience and an enhanced learning
environment. The new student services
platform is more intuitive and provides
a number of sophisticated delivery
options including: increased self-service
capabilities, a centralized source for
course-related information, one source
for student and instructor information,
reporting and tracking; and streamlined
multi-course purchasing. The LMS
provides easier access to student
transcripts and certificates, for both
the facilitators and the students.

The Client Services department has
increased the number of client services
representatives by 20 per cent, to increase
student access and better service our
members. Through interdepartmental
collaboration, members now experience a
“one-stop” shop to respond to their needs.
The Information Systems department
continually looks to optimize
infrastructure to increase service levels.
Telephony and internet services in the
Calgary, Edmonton and Fort McMurray
offices were upgraded to increase
bandwidth and to ensure scalability
of applications and infrastructure to
support distant delivery of instructorled courses. Business continuity and
disaster recovery for information
systems operations were enhanced
and improvements were made to
network security by investing in more
robust networking hardware to better
mitigate the risk of security incidents
and supplement universal threat
management practices.
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Strategic Priorities
GOAL

2

To better understand the diverse
demographic and cultural needs
of our stakeholders to ensure that
our services meet those needs.
The ACSA adopts modern approaches to
teaching and learning. To be relevant and
effective for a new generation of customers
(learners, employers, etc.) the ACSA will continue
to adopt innovative approaches to learning.
Strategies
• To share our values of inclusion, as everyone benefits from
ACSA programs and services.
• To better understand our population profile; develop plans
based on the profile analysis; and optimize resources.
2018 Highlights
Learning Services strives to provide the highest quality safety
instruction. Our courses are continually updated, new courses are
created, and all instructors complete course in-services and receive
in-class mentoring and coaching.
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In view of new workplace
safety legislation, the legalization
of recreational cannabis, and
other changes related to
Alberta’s safety sector,

ACSA revamped
or created entirely
new safety training
courses in 2018:
1

A half-day course on meeting the Joint
Work Site Health & Safety Committees
(JWSHSC) requirements under the
new Act to Protect the Health and
Wellbeing of Working Albertans was
developed, along with free resources
with customizable templates to help
our members efficiently set-up and
run an effective JWSHSC.

2

Alcohol and Drugs: Work Site
Guidelines is a new course that looks
at the current issues surrounding
the medicinal use of cannabis and
changes to legislation related to
recreational cannabis. The course
is designed to assist safety leaders
and managers in developing policies
and procedures to deal effectively
with alcohol and drug issues in the
workplace. The course was first
offered in October 2018.

3

The Silica Awareness course is
designed to increase awareness of the
hazards, risks, and controls related to
respirable crystalline silica. The course
is targeted to workers, supervisors,
and safety personnel responsible for,
or working around silica. The training
course was first delivered in April 2018.

4

The WHMIS end-user online course
was offered free, starting in May
2018. This 20 minute online course is
provided to anyone registered in the
ACSA e-learning system.

5

Contractor Management is
designed for individuals who manage
contractors, or work as a contractor.
The course covers multiple contractor
scenarios and changes to the new
OH&S legislation. The course was
first offered in June 2018.

6

The Principles of Health & Safety
Management course was developed
for launch in January 2019. This
two-day course is an awareness
level course for people who will be
involved in the development and/
or improvement of their company’s
health and safety management
system (HSMS).

As a result of a number of court rulings,
the ACSA has received funding from five
creative sentences. The Courts direct
how creative sentence funding can be
used, which originates from penalties
levied due to a worksite injury or fatality.
Several courses have been developed as
a result of the creative sentence funding
we have received. One such course that
launched in August 2018 is Working
Around Mobile Powered Equipment,
which addresses worker safety when
working in proximity to motorized
equipment. After development costs,
the surplus is used to provide free
registration for the course until the
designated funding is depleted.

The curriculum for three classroom courses
was updated: Leadership for Safety Excellence,
Legislative Awareness, and WHMIS Train the Trainer.
The updated Legislation Awareness course provides a solid understanding of the basic
structure of the new Act to Protect the Health and Wellbeing of Working Albertans. The
new legislation ensures that all views in the workplace are being heard and that anyone
can bring forward concerns. It also addresses respectful workplaces, mental health and
workplace violence.

On May 4, 2018, the ACSA and BILD Alberta co-hosted a panel
discussion on the impacts of the Act to Protect the Health
and Wellbeing of Working Albertans at the ACSA offices in
Edmonton. There were more than 200 people in attendance.
An additional 650 registrants from across Alberta watched an
online streaming of the discussion and 75 people attended a
big-screen viewing at the BILD Alberta’s offices in Calgary.

To make it easier for workers, small business operators,
and owner-operators to engage in safety training, weekend
courses were offered at the ACSA training centers throughout
the year. Weekday training is sometimes not feasible due to
work demands and the weekend courses were well-attended
by our members. Instruction by request is also available where
ACSA will provide quality training programs at your site.

Informational videos were developed for several online
courses, including: Construction Safety Training System Basic,
WHMIS Worker Education, Mobile Equipment Awareness,
Propane on the Work Site, Hazard Management, and Audit
Comments Guidelines.

Strategic Priorities
GOAL

3
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To support shared values and
encourage a health and safety/
wellness philosophy amongst
stakeholders.
A focus on improving the safety culture in the
construction industry in Alberta. Core activities of
providing safety training and certification will remain,
coupled with approaches to strengthening the
connection to the workplace safety culture.
Strategies
• To increase interaction at a senior management level to advance
common values, practices and beliefs.
2018 Highlights
The Certificate of Recognition (COR), a voluntary program run by the
Government of Alberta, is available to all ACSA members and associate
members, from owner/operators to large corporations. Employers with
more than 10 employees qualify for a COR; if a company has fewer than
10 employees, they apply for a Small Employer Certificate of Recognition
(SECOR). A COR is typically valid for three years, provided that annual
maintenance audit requirements are met. In 2018, the ACSA received
4,886 COR audit submissions and 1,360 SECOR submissions. In addition,
64 organizations submitted action plans in place of a COR audit.
Audits are a proactive way to find system strengths and opportunities for
continual improvement. An updated e-Audit online platform was introduced.
The new audit tool reflects changes in OHS legislation and partnership
standards that came into effect on January 1, 2019. Key features of the new
tool include fewer questions and combined elements (10 versus 13); scoring
ranges (0-10); clearer instructions; and four distinct interview levels (senior
manager, manager, supervisor, and worker) that provide a more fulsome view
of the organization’s commitment to health and safety for their workers.
The ACSA Consultant Auditor program strives to ensure its auditors meet the
highest level of professionalism, expertise, and auditing knowledge. The deadline
for ACSA consultant auditors to meet the new standards is June 1, 2019.
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ACSA members continue to receive support from the COR team as the new
audit tool and standards have been a major change for our members and
the construction industry. The COR team will continue to improve existing
systems and procedures to provide members with more value-added services.
The National Construction Safety Officer (NCSO) program provides
certification that combines entry level safety training with an individual’s
personal field experience. An NCSO is a valuable resource for a company’s
management through the implementation and administration of its health
and safety program.
The Health and Safety Administrator (HSA) program provides entry-level
safety training for an administrator of a health and safety system who
does not have a minimum of three years construction field experience,
or is working toward three years of experience.
Each year, the ACSA recognizes the achievements of one outstanding NCSO
and HSA who have worked hard to advance their careers in construction
safety. Congratulations to NCSO of the Year, Curt Emerick and HSA of the
Year, Allison Mumo.

Strategic Priorities
GOAL

4
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To identify and connect with our
full eligible membership base to
ultimately align our shared values.
The ACSA will undertake a highly targeted approach
to communications to increase its impact on the
construction safety outcomes in Alberta. This
includes the use of best available data in order to
focus communication and stakeholder engagement
efforts on investments with the greatest return.
Strategies
• To increase active participation of eligible members.
• To target segment groups based on data analysis, and apply resources
to optimize outcomes.
2018 Highlights
The annual ACSA Conference Safety Without Borders was held in Calgary,
Alberta in March 8 and 9, 2018. It was the ACSA’s biggest conference ever,
attracting more than 500 delegates and 30 trade show exhibitors. Delegates
learned how to build on their important role of upholding the values and
practices of safety in the construction industry. The 2018 Conference was
renamed to better attract a more diverse audience, including company
owners, senior managers and owner-operators who have an interest in
their organization’s safety culture. More than 66 per cent of delegates
attended the Conference for the first time; the event attracted 30 delegates
from outside Alberta; and 40 per cent of attendees were from cities other
than Calgary, Edmonton or Red Deer (compared to 16 per cent when
the conference was last held in Calgary in 2016). Click here to access
the program and copies of the presentations. The 2019 ACSA Conference,
Facing Disruption: Building Sustainability, will be held in Edmonton on
April 1-2. Visit youracsa.ca for more information.
Every year, on April 28th, communities across Canada take a moment to
pause and remember those who were injured, disabled, or who have lost
their lives to work-related incidents of occupational illness. At each of the
ceremonies and in workplaces across the nation, people observe a moment
of silence at 11:00 am. In Alberta, the National Day of Mourning events were
coordinated by each of the ACSA’s Regional Safety Committees. The Day
of Mourning is not only a way to commemorate others, but also serves as
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a reminder to all working in the construction industry to always remain
vigilant and safe.
The North American Occupational Safety and Health (NAOSH) Week is a
continent-wide event spanning the countries of Canada, USA, and Mexico.
The goal of NAOSH Week held May 6-12, 2018, was to focus the attention
of employers, employees, partners, and the public on the importance
of preventing injury and illness in the workplace, at home, and in the
community. To support this initiative many of the ACSA’s Regional Safety
Committees organized fundraising events in support of Steps for Life.
Steps for Life is an annual fundraiser for Threads of Life, a national charity
dedicated to supporting families coping with the loss of a loved one due to
a workplace incident. NAOSH Week will be held May 5-11, 2019. Click here to
learn more about how you can get involved.
In recognition of the ACSA’s 30th Anniversary, 30-second ads ran on
Edmonton and Calgary radio stations between September 9th and
November 5th, 2018, with an aim to ensure safer workplaces for the
next generation. Through a combination of paid ads and public service
announcements (PSAs), these commercials were aired almost 500 times.
The ACSA is working with the WCB to analyze industry data that will
ultimately better inform forecast trending indicators, environmental
changes, profile development and segmentation strategies.

Strategic Priorities
GOAL

5

To continually enhance
relationships with stakeholders
and partners to share information
and better deliver services.
Collaboration and partnerships to advance the
ACSA’s mission. A focus on collaborative relationships
and partnerships remains paramount. These
include stakeholders, vendors, technology partners,
safety associations, learning institutes, standards
associations, international safety organizations,
certifying partners, and others.
Strategies
• To embed a stakeholder engagement model into initiatives to ensure
stakeholder involvement is part of our culture.
• To continually learn from the best in the world to better serve our
members and add value for our customers.
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2018 Highlights
The ACSA is committed to establishing and maintaining productive
relationships with all of its stakeholders through a comprehensive
engagement process that is characterized by mutual respect and
trust. The ACSA Stakeholder Engagement Policy governs the relations
of the ACSA with its identified stakeholders and outlines the general
principles to which ACSA will adhere through its engagement activities.
Our engagement philosophy is based on the following:

• A thorough and ongoing analysis of ACSA’s
stakeholder environment.
• Total integration of the policy standard and
principles across all areas of the organization.
• Providing due consideration and response to the
interests, ideas and concerns of our stakeholders.
• Remaining flexible and adapting the policy to
address unique circumstances and changes within
our stakeholder environment.
• Communicating with frequency, consistency and
effectiveness.

The ACSA will align its tactical strategies with industry best
practices to continually improve ACSA service delivery and
continue to meet service delivery objectives required and
expected by ACSA stakeholders. By moving to cloud-based
applications, we can improve the scalability of our efforts.

Employer PIR Refunds
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The Partnerships in Injury Program (PIR)
program encourages injury prevention and
the development of effective workplace
health and safety management systems.
Employers are eligible for a PIR refund
after they have earned a COR/SECOR
and completed a successful audit of their
health and safety management system
to ensure that it meets the provincial

ENERGY
SAFETY CANADA

13%

($9,465,175)

partnership standards. WCB provides the
PIR refund to participating employers, to a
maximum of 20 per cent of industry-rated
premiums in the previous calendar year.
In 2018, thousands of Alberta employers
received a PIR refund, sharing over $72
million for their 2017 performance; ACSA
member companies received a total of
$28,182,883 in 2017 PIR rebates.

AASP

13%

($9,102,558)

ACSA

39%
($28,182,883)

LIABILITY FOR
FUTURE REFUNDS
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MHSA
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3%

($1,955,947)

CCSA
($1,733,386)

2%

AB FOREST
PRODUCTS ASSOC.
($1,136,795)

1%

Certificate of Recognition

7/10 workers within an ACSA WCB industry code work for a COR Company
A COR shows that the employer’s health and safety management system
has been evaluated by a certified auditor and meets provincial standards.
These standards are established by Alberta Occupational Health and Safety.
20% of PIR companies on average have 20% lower lost-time claim rates
Employers with a COR designation can receive up to a 20 per cent discount
on their WCB industry rate premiums. ACSA members maintaining a COR
earn more refunds than any other certified partner.
5,101 active CORS and SECORS achieved and maintained through ACSA
In 2018, of the 10,900 active certificates in Alberta, 3,560 CORS and 1,541 were
achieved through the ACSA—that’s 46.7 per cent, or more than three times
that of the nearest certifying partner authorized to administer the COR
program to Alberta employers.

2018 Training Highlights
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Top 10 Classroom Courses
1

Leadership for Safety Excellence

2

Principles of Health & Safety Management

3

Auditor Training Program (ATP)

4

WHMIS 2015 Train The Trainer

5

Legislation Awareness

6

Worksite Investigations Basics

7

Communication & Ethics for Safety Leaders

8

Basic Instructional Techniques

9

ATP – Recertification Course

10

Standard First Aid: CPR-C-AED

Top 5 Online Courses
1

Construction Safety Training System (CSTS-09)

2

Pipeline Construction Safety Training (PCST)

3

Roadbuilders Safety Training System (RSTS)

4

Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS 2015)

5

Electrical Safety Training System (ESTS)
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2018 Training Highlights

Number of Courses
by Region (% Change)
2017

2018
-13

Calgary
Edmonton
Ft. McMurray
Grande Prairie
Lethbridge
Lloydminster
Medicine Hat
Red Deer
Total

In 2018, 1,543
classroom courses
were delivered to
a total of 26,898
students. In addition,
41,121 students
signed up for an
online course.
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Overall, there was an
11 per cent decrease
in the number of
students attending
classroom courses in
2018. The number of
students signing up
for e-learning courses
showed a nine per
cent decrease.
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Comparison of Alberta Building
Permits vs Enrolments/Participants
ACSA Enrolments/Participants
Alberta Building Permits
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Source: Statistics Canada Table: 34-10-0066-01 Building permits, value by sector and type of work (monthly, dollars)

In contrast to declining construction activity over the past five years
(as illustrated by the number of Alberta building permits), ACSA online and
classroom courses continue to be in demand for both employers and workers.
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ACSA Board of Directors
Following are the 2018 ACSA Board members, the
Association they represent and (year appointed):

Bren Alton 2018
Alberta Roadbuilders & Heavy
Construction Association
Brad Bent 2013
Christian Labour Association of Canada
Shaun Bower 2018
Edmonton Construction Association
Rob Calver 2018
Building Trades of Alberta
Michael Charlton 2017
Mechanical Contractors Association
of Alberta

Tanya Jacques 2015
Grande Prairie Construction Association
Steve King, Past Chair 2012
Alberta Roadbuilders & Heavy
Construction Association
Jenna Klynstra 2017
Alberta Roadbuilders & Heavy
Construction Association
Craig McCauley 2017
Alberta Construction Association
Ken MacDonald 2012
Lloydminster Construction Association

Justin Cote 2017
Alberta Roofing Contractors Association

Bruce Moffatt 2007
Building Trades of Alberta

Michael Court 2010
Alberta Construction Association

Neil Moffatt, Chair 2008
Merit Contractors Association

John Digman 2017
Medicine Hat Construction Association

Terry Parker 2017
Building Trades of Alberta

Ron Genereux 2017
Construction Owners Association
of Alberta

Derrick Schulte 2007
Building Trades of Alberta

Robert Gould 2017
COAA Safety Committee - Industrial
Contractors Representative
Dave Hagen 2000
Electrical Contractors Association
of Alberta
Ryan Hawley 2017
Red Deer Construction Association
Charles Iggulden 2013
Fort McMurray Construction Association

Richard Thiessen 2017
Lethbridge Construction Association
Dwayne Wallace 2014
Calgary Construction Association
Brent White 2017
Calgary Construction Association
Carmen Wyton 2018
BILD Alberta

ACSA Administration
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Dan MacLennan
Chief Executive Officer
Tammy Hawkins
Chief Operating Officer
Ryan Davis
Manager, Course Development
Maureen Dea
Manager, Accounting & Finance
Matthew Nasby
Manager, COR
Brent Schneider
Senior Project Manager, Information Systems
Heidi Schneider
Manager, Client Services
Gary Thomson
Manager, Learning Services
Vacant
Manager, Marketing,
Communications & Reputation
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225 Parsons Road SW
Edmonton, AB T6X 0W6
Telephone 780.453.3311
Toll Free 1.800.661.ACSA
youracsa.ca

